
Hello Jeremiah and Jason:
 
First of all, I'd like to express gratitude on behalf of all of the fans for your continued fine work with the 
podcast and website.  I have listened to all of your podcasts, but this is the first season I am listening 
each week as the episodes unfold.  I love to hear your commentary as well as the show sound bytes and 
musical selections.
 
BUT.....
 
I must admit that lately I have enjoyed your podcasts more than the actual shows themselves.  I find 
myself agreeing with Jason in his assessments of the episodes, although it pains me to admit that 
the show has lost it's luster for me this season.  We all looked forward to this season for so long, and 
I enjoyed guessing what the storylines would be, and how the drama would unfold for my favorite 
characters.
 
Never in a million years would I have guessed that the season would suck. So I guess Matthew Weiner 
has surprised us with that shocker, huh?
 
I think the main reason why I'm not enjoying the show as much is that I don't feel like I know the 
characters anymore.  Even though the timespan from the last season to this season was less than a year 
in show time, it might as well be a decade.  I will still continue to watch, of course, in hopes that the show 
can recover next season in time for a spectacularly-satisfying final season.  Matt Weiner should listen 
carefully to his critics and get things back on track as soon as he can.  This season has not been strong 
enough to attract new fans, and he needs to do some damage control to ensure he can hang on to the 
old faithful fans for the rest of the run.
 
Miscellaneous Comments and Predictions
 
1.  I haven't been given any reason to like Abe, or to understand what Peggy sees in him.  He seems like 
a big downer to me.  The last episode demonstrated how the feminist movement slapped Peggy in the 
face.  She wants to be on par with the men she works with, but she expected Abe to put her on a bit of a 
pedestal, rather than asking her to move in without commitment. It's hard to have it both ways, and Peggy 
is starting to realize what Joan already knows.
 
2.  I am rather bitter about Megan being shoved down our throats this season.  I really don't care about 
her.   I'm sure the longtime actors on the series feel the same way about all of the airtime she is getting.  
Maybe Don will drop some acid with her soon and she will try to "fly" right over the balcony.  (I remember 
hearing about this as a child---that hippies would take LSD and then jump off buildings.)  I was hoping she 
would get abducted from the HoJo parking lot but that unfortunately was not the case.
 
3.  And if I don't care about Megan, I surely don't give a crap about her family, but maybe the encounter 
in the restaurant was a plot device to move Sally's sad storyline along.  It won't be long before she is 
imitating the adults around her....  ("I learned it from you, dad!")
 
4.  I wish Don would go into the office and start working on some campaigns and make a few client 
pitches.  I think the business vs. personal life screen time ratio should be 80/20 instead of the other way 
around.  Isn't Mad Men supposed to be about the advertising business?
 
5.  I agree with your listener who predicted an upcoming tragedy.  They seem to be building towards 
something (I hope) and if it is not a suicide, it will certainly involve an untimely death.  Maybe Megan!
 
6.  Like everyone else, I loved Roger and Joan together, but do you think he wants to deal with an infant 
or child again?  I don't.  (Even Elvis wasn't interested in Priscilla anymore after Lisa Marie was born.)
 
Elevator Gossip
 



7.  The subject of Timothy Leary was brought up in your last podcast.  Did you know that he is Winona 
Ryder's godfather?  Her parents were hippies and were close friends of Mr. Leary's.
 
8.  Sal was one of my favorite characters and while I'm sure he would jump at the chance to make a 
return appearance, he does have other things going on.  I have attached a page from a recent New York 
Magazine article that features Bryan Batt.  He owns a home furnishings store in New Orleans so thank 
goodness all of his eggs aren't in the Mad Men basket.
 
9.  The actress who plays Peggy's lesbian friend is named Zosia Mamet and is one of the lead characters 
on the new HBO show Girls.  This show is indeed groundbreaking and has a great critical buzz going.  
Zosia plays a virgin on the show, and is about as different from her Mad Men character as you can be.  
It turns out her father is acclaimed playwright David Mamet.  This show is not for everyone (certainly not 
children) and is uncomfortable to watch at times but is a refreshing change of pace from the norm.
 
Thank you for letting me bitch and moan.  I don't blame you...I blame Matt Weiner.
 
Stay Mad,
 
Lisa


